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The multivariate normal regression model, in which a vector y of responses is to
be predicted by a vector x of explanatory variables, is considered. A hierarchical
framework is used to express prior information on both x and y. An empirical
Bayes estimator is developed which shrinks the maximum likelihood estimator of
the matrix of regression coefficients across rows and columns to nontrivial sub-
spaces which reflect both types of prior information. The estimator is shown to be
minimax and is applied to a set of chemometrics data for which it reduces the cross-
validated predicted mean squared error of the maximum likelihood estimator by
380.  2001 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the multivariate regression model relating a response y=
( y1 , ..., yq)t to a vector of explanatory variables x=(x1 , ..., xp)t by
(1.1) yt=xtB+=t, =tN(0, 7)
and denote
(1.2) Bp_q=(;1 , ..., ;q).
Assuming N>p+q+1 observations ( y(i ) , x(i )) from the model (with the
x(i ) considered fixed), let
(1.3) B =(; 1 , ..., ; q)
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denote the maximum likelihood estimator of B, let
(1.4) StWq(n, 7), n=N& p
denote the error sum-of-squares matrix for estimating 7, and define
Mp_p=[i x(i ) x t(i )]
&1. Our objective is predicting future observations
from (1.1).
Since each column ; j in (1.3) is obtained by a separate regression of the
jth component of the y(i ) against the x(i ) , ignoring possible correlations
among the components, it is natural to try and improve upon B by sharing
information across y. Recently, Breiman and Friedman (1997) proposed
predicting a future observation by a ridge-type shrinkage of the predicted
y^=xtB in the coordinate system defining the canonical correlations
between x and y; they also discussed other methods based on canonical
correlations. In a somewhat different direction, Efron and Morris (1972,
1976) derived minimax estimators by generalizing the results of James and
Stein (1961) to a matrix-valued normal mean, when the covariance matrix
7 is known. Zidek (1978), using zonal polynomials, obtained an unbiased
risk estimator for a class of equivariant estimators and applied this to
Efron and Morris’ (1972) estimator when 7 is unknown. Bilodeau and
Kariya (1989), using the results of Stein and of Haff (1979a, 1979b) for
unbiased estimates of risks involving Wishart matrices, have generalized
the estimators of Efron and Morris (1972, 1976), Stein, Efron and Morris
(1972) and Baranchik (1970) to the case of unknown 7. Konno (1991)
extended Bilodeau and Kariya’s (1989) results somewhat.
All these approaches only allow B to be shrunk towards the zero matrix.
However, this is often not reasonable: if we are using (1.1) to predict, then
more likely than not we believe a priori that B is different from zero. In this
paper we develope a minimax estimator which allows B to be shrunk
towards a nonzero origin determined by the data and prior beliefs about
the relation between x and y.
Incorporating such prior beliefs is extremely important. For example, in
the univariate multiple regression model ytN(TN_p;, _2I ) let ; denote
the maximum likelihood estimator, SSE the residual sum of squares and
(1.5) ; JS={1&c_~
2( p&2)
; tT tT; = ; \0<c2, _~ 2=
SSE
N& p+2+
denote the JamesStein (1961) estimator which contracts towards zero. In
well-formulated regression problems the signal-to-noise ratio ; tT tT; _~ 2 is
typically large, so that ; JS is virtually identical to ; and thus only
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marginally improves predictions. However, if one has accurate prior infor-
mation on ; then Sclove’s (1968) modification of (1.5),
(1.6) ;*=; (0)+{1& c_~
2( p&l&2)
[; &; (0)] t T tT[; &; (0)]= [; &; (0)],
where ; (0) is the projection of ; (in the norm determined by _&2T tT=
[cov(; )]&1) onto an l-dimensional subspace (l<p&2) near which ; is
thought to lie, can give substantially improved predictions (Oman, 1991;
Oman et al., 1993; George and Oman, 1996). This is because we are
shrinking towards zero a quantity, ; &; (0) , which we in fact expect to be
small.
The same principles apply in multivariate regression. In fact, Oman
(1997) obtained substantially better predictions than the ‘‘curds and whey’’
procedure of Breiman and Friedman (1997) for their chemometrics example,
by an ad hoc application of (1.6) separately to each component ; j in (1.3).
Here we adopt a more systematic approach, which moreover takes into
account relations between the components of y. In the spirit of JamesStein
estimation, our object is to obtain a minimax (and not necessarily
admissible) estimator which incorporates prior information on the struc-
ture of the matrix of regression coefficients.
Using a hierarchical Bayes approach (Lindley and Smith, 1972), we first
incorporate prior information on x (e.g., which components xi are likely to
be more important in predicting y) to determine a subspace towards which
B is shrunk in the x-direction (i.e., across rows). At the second stage of the
hierarchy, prior information on y (e.g., groupings of yi which are expected
to respond similarly to x) determines a subspace towards which B is
shrunk in the y direction. We use a ‘‘g-prior’’ (Zellner, 1986) at each stage
of the hierarchy, enabling the hyperparameters to be easily estimated from
the data. The resulting empirical Bayes estimator B* is shown to be mini-
max with respect to the risk function
(1.7) R(B*; B, 7)=E tr[(B*&B) 7&1(B*&B)t M&1],
which is appropriate when using B* to predict at future x’s similar to the
x(i ) in the data (in the sense that Exxt=M &1).
In the next section we develop our estimator. In Section 3 we prove min-
imaxity for a slightly more general class of estimators, which include
smoothing functions in the contraction factors (Baranchik, 1970), for
example to prevent ‘‘overshoot’’ past the origin. Section 4 illustrates our
method on the previously mentioned chemometrics data, while Section 5
discusses the relation of our results to other work. Finally, the appendix
contains some computational formulas.
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2. A HIERARCHICAL EMPIRICAL BAYES ESTIMATOR
Consider first a two-stage hierarchical Bayesian framework (Lindley and
Smith, 1972) for estimating a normal mean ; # Rm, with g-priors (Zellner,
1986) at each stage of the hierarchy:
(2.1) z | ;tN(;, I ); ; | #tN(F2#, aI ); #tN(F3 ,, ha(F t2 F2)&1).
The hyperparameters a, h and ,, as well as the full rank design matrices
F2(m_f2) and F3( f2 _f3), f3 f2m, are assumed known for the moment.
Formula (12) in Lindley and Smith (1972) gives
E(; | z)=[I+[a(I+hP2)]&1]&1 [z+[a(I+hP2)]&1 F2F3,],
where P2 denotes the (orthogonal) projection onto span(F2). Using (A.1),
this may be rewritten as
(2.2) E(; | z)=F2F3,+\ a1+a+_I+
h
1+a+ha
P2& (z&F2F3,)
=F2F3,+\1& 11+a+ah+ (P2z&F2 F3,)
+\1& 11+a+ (z&P2z).
Assuming the hyperparameters now to be unknown, we estimate the
unknown quantities in (2.2) as in Efron and Morris (1973). From z | #t
N(F2 #, (1+a) I ) we see that Q1 #zt (I&P2) zt(1+a) } /2(m& f2). At the
inner stage of the hierarchy, P2 ztN(F3 ,, (1+a+ha) (F t2 F2)&1) gives Q2
#zt (P2&P4) zt(1+a+ha) } /2( f2& f3), where P4 is the projection onto
span(F4) for F4=F3F2 . Substituting into (2.2) gives the hierarchical
empirical Bayes estimator
(2.3) ;*=P4 z+\1&f2& f3&2Q2 + (P2&P4) z
+\1&m& f2&2Q1 + (I&P2) z.
If (2.1) is replaced by
(2.4)
z | ;tN(;, V ); ; | #tN(F2#, aV ); #tN(F3 ,, ha(F t2 V&1F2)&1)
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for V known, then multiplying through by V&12 again gives (2.3), where
now
(2.5) Pi=Fi (F ti V
&1Fi)&1 F ti V
&1
projects in the norm determined by V&1 and
(2.6) Q1=ztV&1(I&P2) z,
(2.7) Q2=ztV&1(P2&P4) z.
To apply this to (1.1) let ;=vec(B) and z=; =vec(B ) so that
(2.8) ; | ;tN(;, 7M ).
Thus in (2.5)
(2.9) V=7M,
with 7 assumed known for the moment. We take
(2.10) F2=Iq L,
where L( p_l) is of rank lp and Iq denotes the q-dimensional identity
matrix. For example, L=(Il , 0)t expresses the prior belief that xl+1 , ..., xp
are of minor importance in predicting y. As another example, if the xi are
approximately multicollinear we might want to form L from the first l
eigenvectors of M&1. Finally, partitioning # into l-vectors #1 , ..., #q and
viewing each #j as a reduced regression vector for yj , we set
(2.11) F3=UIl ,
where U(q_r) is of rank rq. For example, if we believe y1 , ..., ys depend
on x in a similar manner, and similarly for ys+1 , ..., yq , we may take F3=
[(1 ts , 0
t)t, (0t, 1 tq&s)
t], where 1r denotes an r-vector of ones.
Since the structures of F2 and F4 ‘‘match up’’ with that of V in (2.9), we
obtain from (2.5) P2=Iq PML and P4=P7U PML , where PAF denotes the
projection onto span(F ) in the A&1 norm. As 7 is unknown, we replace it
by S in the Pi and Qi . We also replace m& f2&2 in (2.3) by a nonnegative
function g1 (Q1), and similarly for f2& f3&2. Rearranging terms then gives
the estimator
(2.12) ;*=; &
g2 (Q2)
Q2
[(I&PSU)PML ] ; &
g1 (Q1)
Q1
[I (I&PML )] ; ,
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where Q1=; t [S &1 [M&1 (I&PML )]]; and Q2=;
t [[S &1 (I&PSU)]
[M&1PML ] ; . In matrix terms, (A.4) and (A.5) give
(2.13) B*=B &
g2 (Q2)
Q2
[PML B (I&P
S
U)
t]&
g1 (Q1)
Q1
[(I&PML ) B ],
where
(2.14) Q1=tr[B S &1B tM &1 (I&PML )]
and
(2.15) Q2=tr[B S &1 (I&PSU) B
tM&1PML ].
We see that the rightmost term in (2.13) contracts B across rows to an
‘‘origin’’ PML B which reflects prior information on x, while the preceding
term contracts the ‘‘origin’’ across columns to reflect the prior information
on y. Note that B* is equivariant with respect to the transformations
(B, 7)  (TBA, At7A) for T orthogonal and A nonsingular (Zidek, 1978;
Stein, 1960).
3. MINIMAXITY
We now prove the following result.
Theorem. Suppose the functions gi in (2.13) satisfy
(i) each gi (Q) is absolutely continuous and increasing in [0, );
(ii) 0g12[q( p&l)&2](n&q+3);
and
(iii) 0g22[l (q&r)&2](n&q+2r+3).
Then
R(B*; B, 7)R(B ; B, 7)
for all (B, 7).
Remark. In (2.3) we have m= pq and, by virtue of (2.10) and (2.11),
f2=ql and f3=rl. Thus the empirical Bayes estimator of (2.13) satisfies
the conditions of the theorem, provided that in (2.6) and (2.7) V&1=
7&1M&1 is estimated by an appropriate multiple of S&1M&1.
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Proof of the Theorem. We assume M=I without loss of generality, and
denote Z=B , PL=PML and PU=P
S
U to simplify notation. If G=G(W ) is
a matrix-valued function of a matrix W, let dG(W ) denote its differential
and DG(W ) its Jacobian matrix, defined by
(3.1) d vec G(W )=DG(W ) d vec W
(Magnus and Neudecker, 1988).
Write (2.13) as B*=Z+G (2)+G (1). Since tr[G (1)7&1G (2) t]=0, Section
2 of Bilodeau and Kariya (1989) shows that an unbiased estimator of
R(B*; B, 7) is
(3.2) R = pq+C1+C2 ,
where
(3.3) Cj=2(Aj+Tj)+(n&q&1) tr[G ( j )S&1G ( j ) t] ( j=1, 2)
for Aj and Tj defined as
Aj= :
p
i=1
:
q
k=1

Zik
G ( j )ik =tr DG
( j ) (Z )
and
(3.4) Tj=
1
2
:
q
k=1
:
q
l=1
(1+$kl)
*
Skl
[G ( j ) tG ( j )]kl ;
here, $kl is the Kronecker delta and *Skl denotes differentiation with
respect to an element of a symmetric matrix. Using (1+$kl)(1&$kl 2)#1
and the fact that *Skl=(1&$kl2)(Skl+Slk), where the partials
on the right are with respect to elements in an arbitrary matrix, we may
rewrite (3.4) as
(3.5) Tj= :
q
k=1
:
q
l=1

Skl
[G ( j ) tG ( j )]kl=tr D[G ( j ) tG ( j )](S).
We first compute A2 . In (2.13) write
G (2)=&
g2 (Q2)
Q2
PL Z(I&PtU),
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where by (A.2)
(3.6) Q2=tr(22) for 22=PLZ(I&PU)t S &1 (I&PU) Z tPL .
Define J=PLZ(I&PU)t, so that 22=JS&1J t, simplify notation by denot-
ing Q=Q2 and g= g2 (Q2), and write
(3.7) dG (2) (Z )=\ gQ2&
g$
Q+ dQ(Z ) J&
g
Q
PL dZ(I&PU)t.
Using (A.9), (A.3), and (A.2) we have
dQ(Z )=tr[(S &1 (I&PU) Z tPL+(I&PU)t S&1Z tPL) dZ]
=2(vec JS &1)t vec dZ;
substituting into (3.7) and using (A.4) then gives
d vec G (2) (Z)
=2 \ gQ2&
g$
Q+ vec J(vec JS &1)t d vec Z&
g
Q
[(I&PU)PL] d vec Z.
Comparing with (3.1), and using (A.3), (A.6), and (3.6), we obtain
(3.8) A2=2 \ gQ2&
g$
Q+ (vec JS&1)t vec J&
g
Q
tr(I&PU)PL
=2 \ gQ2&
g$
Q+ tr J tJS&1&
g
Q
(q&r)l
=&
g2 (Q2)
Q2
[l (q&r)&2]&2g$2 (Q2).
For T2 , a straightforward calculation using (A.10) gives
(3.9) dPU (S)=&PU (dS) S &1 (I&PU), (3.9)
and thus
dG (2) (S)=\ gQ2&
g$
Q+ (dQ) J&
g
Q
JS &1 (dS)t PtU .
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Hence
(3.10)
d[G (2) tG (2)](S)
=(dG (2))t G (2)+G (2) t (dG (2))
=2
g
Q3
(g$Q& g)(dQ) J tJ+
g2
Q2
PU (dS) S&1J tJ+
g2
Q2
J tJS &1 (dS)t P tU
=I+II+III.
Using (3.9), (A.3), (A.10), (A.2), and (A.8), we next compute
dQ(S)=d tr[Z tPLZS&1 (I&PU)]
=&tr[S &1 (I&PU) Z tPLZS&1 (I&PU)(dS)]
=&vec(S &1J tJS&1)t vec(dS).
Thus in (3.10),
vec(I)=2
g
Q3
(g& g$Q) vec(J tJ ) vec(S &1J tJS&1)t vec(dS)#DI vec dS.
Next, using (A.4),
vec(II)=
g2
Q2
[(J tJS &1)PU] vec dS#DII vec dS,
while
vec(III)=
g2
Q2
[PU  (J tJS&1)] vec(dS t)
=
g2
Q2
[PU  (J tJS&1)] Kq vec(dS)#DIII vec dS,
where Kq denotes the commutation matrix.
Comparing these expressions with (3.1) and (3.5), we see that T2 is the
sum of the traces of the matrices DI , DII , and DIII . We have, using (A.3),
tr(DI)=2
g
Q3
(g& g$Q) vec(S &1J tJS &1)t vec(J tJ )
=2
g
Q3
(g& g$Q) tr(222).
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From (3.6)
tr DII=
g2
Q2
r tr(22)=
rg2
Q
,
while (A.7) gives
tr DIII=
g2
Q2
tr[PU (I&PU) Z tPL Z(I&PU)t]=0
since P2U=PU . It follows that
(3.11) T2=2
g2
Q32
(g2&Q2g$2) tr(2
2
2)+r
g22
Q2
.
Since tr[G (2)S &1G (2) t]= g22 Q2 , we obtain from (3.8) and (3.11) that in
(3.3),
C2=&
g2 (Q2)
Q2 {2[l (q&r)&2]& g2 (Q2) _n&q&1+2r+4
tr(222)
Q22 &=
&4g$2 (Q2) _1+ g2 (Q2) tr(2
2
2)
Q22 & .
Since tr(222)Q
2
21, conditions (i) and (iii) of the theorem guarantee
C20. Similar, and somewhat simpler, arguments show that
A1= &
g1 (Q1)
Q1
[q( p&l)&2]&2g$1 (Q1)
and
T1=2
g1 (Q1)
Q31
[ g1 (Q1)&Q1g$1 (Q1)] tr(2
2
1),
where Q1=tr(21). The result is
C1=
& g1 (Q1)
Q1 {2[q( p&l)&2]& g1 (Q1) _n&q&1+4
tr(221)
Q21 &=
&4g$1 (Q1) _1+ g1 (Q1) tr(2
2
1)
Q21 & ,
which is nonpositive from conditions (i) and (ii). Using (3.2), the theorem
is proved. K
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4. AN EXAMPLE
We illustrate with the chemometrics data of Skagerberg et al. (1992),
analyzed as well by Breiman and Friedman (1997). The data are N=56
‘‘observations’’ simulated from a chemical model for the production of
low-density polyethylene in a tubular reactor under high pressure. There
are q=6 output variables and p=22 input variables, as described by
Skagerberg et al. (1992). Twenty of the input variables are temperature
measurements at different points along the reactor, and thus are highly
correlated and can be expected to be so for future runs of the experiment
as well. From the graph of the 56 temperature profiles (x1 , ..., x20) in
Fig. 1, we see that each profile is increasing in the range 1i4 and non-
increasing for 16i20. This suggests using as predictors x21 , x22 and
the first several principal components from each of u1=(x1 , ..., x4)t,
u2=(x5 , ..., x15)t and u3=(x16 , ..., x20)t. The eigenvalues for the three
corresponding submatrices of M (in correlation form), given in Table I,
suggest k1=k3=1 component for each of u1 and u3 , and k2=3 com-
ponents for u2 . In (2.10) we therefore take
K1 0 0 0 0
0 K2 0 0 0
L22_7=_ 0 0 K3 0 0& ,0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
where each Ki comprises the first i eigenvectors for the correlation matrix
of ui .
Regarding the yi , the discussion on pp. 349350 of Skagerberg et al.
(1992) suggests that y4 , y5 , and y6 should behave somewhat similarly,
while y3 and y4 should respond in an opposite manner. We express this by
using in (2.11) U6_3=(u ij) where u11=u22=u43=u53=u63=1, u33=&1,
TABLE I
Chemometrics Example: Eigenvalues for the Submatrices of the Design Matrix
Corresponding to the Vectors ui
Eigenvalues
u1 3.9277 0.0596 0.0117 0.0009
u2 5.5286 3.3275 1.2827 0.3089 0.2111 0.1491 0.0800
0.0560 0.0391 0.0165 0.0005
u3 4.7841 0.1777 0.0376 0.0005 0.0003
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FIG. 1. Temperature profiles for the chemometrics example.
and uij=0 otherwise. In (2.13) we take g1 (Q)=min[Q, 2[q( p&l)&2]
(n&q+3)] and g2 (Q)=min[Q, 2[l (q&r)&2](n&q+2r+3)], corre-
sponding to positive-part James-Stein estimators with the maximum
amount of shrinkage (i.e., with c=2 in (1.6)). Since we have hopefully
chosen appropriate origins, it seems reasonable to shrink in each direction
as much as permitted.
We performed one-at-a-time cross-validation as in Breiman and
Friedman (1997), standardizing the yi as they did. Let B*(&i ) denote (2.13)
computed without the i-th observation (the same numbers kj of principal
components were recomputed for each cross-validation), let y*(&i )=
B*t(&i ) x(i ) denote the corresponding prediction, with error e*(i )= y(i )& y*(&i ) ,
and let wi*=e*
t
(i ) 7
&1e*(i ) estimate the corresponding weighted squared
prediction error, using 7 =(n& p&1)&1 S (with S computed using all the
data). We computed analogous quantities for B as well as for the following
two estimators:
v B (0)=PML B (P
S
U)
t, the subspace estimator. From (2.13), B (0) is the
origin towards which B is contracted in stages.
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TABLE II
Cross-Validated Prediction Squared Errors for the Chemometrics Example
Estimator
Component B B (0) B* B S
1 0.566 0.160 0.293 0.373
2 1.171 0.244 0.609 0.438
3 0.259 0.368 0.201 0.217
4 0.123 0.268 0.116 0.116
5 0.277 0.270 0.198 0.220
6 0.190 0.296 0.155 0.168
Weighted 29.579 19.521 18.407 22.173
v B S=(; S1 , ..., ;
S
q ), where each ;
S
j is given by (1.6) (using c=2 and
the same x-space subspace as B*; i.e. ; (0)=PML ; in (1.6)). This is the ad
hoc application of Sclove’s (1968) estimator, mentioned in the Introduc-
tion.
Table II contains the squared components of the e*(i ) , averaged over the
56 cross-validations, together with w *, the averaged wi*. We see that B*
reduces the average weighted squared prediction error of B by 380, as
compared to reductions of 34 0 and 25 0 for B (0) and B S, respectively. It
is clear for this example that contraction in both directions, particularly in
the x-direction, is useful.
We could also express our prior beliefs about yi using U6_4 defined by
u11=u22=u43=u44=u54=u64=1, u33=&1 and uij=0 otherwise. This
choice of U gave virtually the same results (w *=18.639 as opposed to
18.407). Changing from c=2 to c=1 in g1 and g2 , however, had a major
effect, resulting in w *=22.839.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have used the scalar risk function (1.7), as opposed to the more
stringent matrix risk ((1.7) without the trace, also considered by Bilodeau
and Kariya, 1989), since the former appears more appropriate for predict-
ing at future observations similar to those in the data. In fact, implicit in
the idea of pooling information across yj is a loss function which averages
component-wise errors.
As discussed in the previous section, (2.13) contracts B towards B (0) in
two stages. One could contract in one stage, using the estimator
B =B (0)+_1&g(Q)Q & (B &B (0)),
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where Q=tr[B &PML B (P
S
U)
t] S&1[B &PML B (P
S
U)
t]t M and g0 is non-
decreasing. Although B can be shown to be minimax with respect to (1.7),
provided that g2( pq&rl&2)(n&q+3+2r), it does not appear to per-
form as well as B*; for example, the average weighted squared prediction
error for the example of Section 4 was 23.796. It appears preferable to use
the information on x and y for separate row and column contractions, as
we have done.
Suppose for the moment that 7=I is known, M=I and we contract
towards 0 with gi #c. From (2.13) we then have B*=[I&[ctr(B B t)] I]B .
A more natural multivariate extension of the JamesStein (1961) estimator
to the matrix B might be B =[I&c(B B t)&1] B , as in Efron and Morris
(1972, 1976). We have not followed this approach due both to the analytic
difficulties in extending B to hierarchical subspace contraction with
unknown 7, and to the constraints imposed on p and q at each contrac-
tion; for example, B requires q>p+1 for finite moments.
There have been many applications of Lindley and Smith’s (1972)
hierarchical approach to estimating a matrix B of regression vectors as in
(1.2), but often in a somewhat different context. In fact, in Sections 3.2 and
5.2 Lindley and Smith (1972) discuss sharing information among the
estimators ; i tN(;i , _2i Mi) of q independent p-variate regressions. Instead
of (2.8) and (2.4) they have
(5.1) ; | ;tN[;, diag(_2i Mi)]
and ; | #tN[(1q Ip) #, Iq 1p_p] where # is estimated from the data, 1
is either known or inverse Wishart, and 1q represents the q-vector of ones.
Brown and Zidek (1980) consider multivariate regression, although with 7
known, so that ; | ;tN(;, I) instead of (2.8). Assuming ;tN(0, Iq 1p_p)
for 1 partially known, they derive minimaxity results generalizing those of
Thisted (1976) when the unknown hyperparameters in 1 are appropriately
estimated from the data.
Our results are closer in spirit to work of Blattberg and George (1991)
and Sun (1996). Blattberg and George analyzed sales data on 4 brands
from 3 supermarket chains, using an econometric model which gave q=12
; i such that ; =(; t1 , ..., ;
t
12)
t satisfied (5.1). For the next stage they con-
sidered several possibilities, including the g-prior formulation ; | #t
N[F#, diag({2i Mi) ]; estimating # and {
2
i from the data gave an empirical
Bayes estimator (requiring numerical iteration for its computation, due to
the unequal Mi and {2i ). They assumed F=UIp for three choices of U,
corresponding to exchangeability of the ;i across brands, across chains,
and across brands and chains.
Sun (1996) applied a hierarchical approach to obtain minimax estimators
for balanced two-way analysis of variance. Let 3=(%ij)=(++:i+;j+#ij)
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be the matrix of cell means in a p_q two-way table and %=vec(3 ). At the
first stage the vector of observed cell means satisfies z | %tN(%, (_2K ) I ) for
K>0. Prior beliefs of exchangeability among the :i , ;j , and #ij are expressed
at the next stage using the covariance matrix of %. Specifically, Sun assumes
+ is fixed while :i tN(0, _2a), ;j tN(0, _2b) and #ij tN(0, _2ab), all inde-
pendently. Thus % | +tN[1pq +, _2a (Jq Ip)+_2b (Iq Jp)+_2ab Ipq] where
Jl=1l1 tl . Estimating the unknown hyperparameters from the data then
gives a James-Stein estimator (Equation (3.11) in Sun, 1996) similar to (2.3).
APPENDIX: SOME COMPUTATIONAL FORMULAS
We list here some useful formulas, assuming throughout that dimensions
are compatible and inverses defined.
(A.1) (A+UBU t)&1=A&1&A&1U(B&1+U tA&1U )&1 U tA&1.
If P projects in the W norm then
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
PtWP=WP=PtW.
tr(AtB)=(vec A)t vec B
vec(ABC)=(C tA) vec(B).
tr(BABtC t)=[vec(B) ]t (AC) vec(B).
If A and B are square,
(A.6)
(A.7)
tr AB=tr A tr B.
tr[(AB) Kq]=tr AB,
where A and B are q_q and Kq is the commutation matrix. (This is easily
seen by partitioning K into blocks of q_q).
If d denotes the matrix differential operator (Magnus and Neudecker,
1988), then
(A.8)
(A.9)
d tr(AX )=tr A dX,
d tr(XAX tB)=tr[(AX tB+AtX tBt) dX]
and
(A.10) d(X&1)=&X&1 (dX ) X&1.
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